
Good morning.

There is enormous pain and suffering right now.  

The Osho discourse I am listening to invites me to be with "my own" wounds first, so I 
have been spending more time simply feeling the body, emotions, and sensations running 
through the mechanism called Prahas.  Feeling the effects of the six or seven physical 
ailments.  Feeling the array of strange and ever-changing pulses and zips and zaps which 
run through.  And feeling the sadness and tears which arise from noticing the destruction 
and unraveling which is happening around me.

Which leads me to the next part of Osho's teaching.  Once I have begun to be with "my 
own" pain (and this presense may lead to transformation and healing), then I can begin to 
breathe the pain and suffering of the whole world into my heart, and there perhaps, upon 
the exhale, transformation and healing of the collective can begin.

Many years ago I was working on an Internet project with a teacher in Somalia.  It was 
during a crisis there, and there were many difficulties arising in her town.  I remember one 
morning feeling such a pain inside of "me," feeling "her" pain.  I was reminded once again 
in that moment of our interconnectedness.  There is a collective soup of sensation.  When 
excitement is arising worldwide (perhaps think of the first Apollo moon landing), "my" 
personal feelings of excitement are amplified by the feelings of the whole.  And when 
misery is arising globally (as it is now), "my" misery grows.

My eyes glaze over as I read the headlines.  But this morning, at least for a moment, I am 
going to zoom in on specific images, and let them into my heart, even just for an instant.

Let's start with Covid.  Add plus or minus 7% or 10% for faulty diagnosis, bad death 
certificates, and erroneaous statistics if you like, but one source tells us that today Feb 19 
2021 the world has suffered 2.44 million deaths from Covid.  493,000 of those are in the 
USA.  And for each of these deaths, we need to remember those directly effected, alive this 
moment feeling the pain and grief and loss:  mothers, fathers, sisters, brothers, dear friends, 
best men and maids of honors.



Daily USA Covid deaths from Dec 25, 2020 to Feb 18 2021 (Jan 20 had 4,409)



In Texas there is freezing weather and power outages, 
creating several deaths and much suffering.

And then there is the confusion arising -- constant, ever-present -- as I think about issue 
after issue, unable to digest the information, unable to separate the wheat from the chaff, the 
fact from the fiction; unable to do any decent sensemaking at all.  From today's headlines:

Short of Vaccine, States Find Hidden Stashes in Their Own Backyards.  Millions of doses 
of coronavirus vaccine are still sitting in freezers, allocated in excess to nursing homes or 
stockpiled for later use. Now states are claiming them.  (My thoughts in ()  ) (Fair 
allocation?  Who should get it next?  Do I want to get it?  Is mRNA safe?  What about all 
the side effects?  Some claim many many deaths from the vaccine.  The Atlantic says the 
vaccines contain "greasy nanoparticles" to help the mRNA to get into our cells.  Do I want 
those in my body?  And on and on...)

World Leaders Meet on Security and Democracy.  From climate change to the coronavirus, 
leaders from seven industrialized nations expected to call for solidarity in tackling crises. At 
the Munich security conference later in the day, President Biden is expected to call for a 
restoration of the trans-Atlantic alliance.   (Decent leaders working for our good, or a cabal 
of the 1%, looking to control and dominate us all?)

Bitcoin nears $1 trillion value (I mean, really?)

Muted Reaction in Israel and Gulf to U.S. Push for Iran Talks.  Nations that were fierce 
opponents to the 2015 nuclear deal with Tehran responded cautiously to the Biden 
administration’s decision to re-engage. In Russia, a government spokesman called the move 
a “plus.”  (Guns or butter?  Dialogue or isolate?)



Power Comes Back in Texas, but Water Systems Are Crippled.  Millions of the state’s 
residents were urged to boil their water for safety after pipes cracked, wells froze and water 
treatment plants were knocked offline by this week’s powerful winter storm.

Ghislaine Maxwell said Epstein DID have tapes of Trump and Clintons.  (Sexual 
harassment; rape; child porn; treatment of women; female genital mutilation; sexual 
healing; the desert of touch we are currently living in; PizzaGate; abuse of power; child sex 
trafficking.  Jesus - to let even 0.00000001% of this pain and suffering into my heart would 
surely kill me.)

‘I Am Worth It’: Why Thousands of Doctors in America Can’t Get a Job.  Medical schools 
are producing more graduates, but residency programs haven’t kept up, leaving thousands 
of young doctors “chronically unmatched” and deep in debt.  (This seems odd and 
important.  At the least, don't the front line Covid workers need backup?  But I'm too 
rushed to dive into the article, to read more deeply, to think about it, to make some 
sense....)

Native Americans ‘Left Out in the Cold’ Under Trump Press Biden for Action.  After 
showing political clout in the 2020 election, tribal communities are hoping for more 
attention and money to address their long-running problems with poverty, health care and 
other issues.  (Native Americans?  Jees - I haven't thought about them for a while.  We 
really did screw them over.  Reparations?)

(And where are those pictures of polar bears barely surviving on melting icebergs?  Climate 
change much?)

Are New York Restaurant Customers Ready to Dine Inside Again?  New York City is again 
allowing indoor dining at 25 percent capacity, but the policy is no panacea for the 
struggling restaurant industry.  (Ah, right, the devastating economic impact of Covid.  I 
can't even begin to wrap my head around the staggering amounts of money lost.)

And on and on.....



And in the midst of all of this, yesterday, NASA landed a rover on Mars.  A feat of 
technological wizardry unparalleled in human history.  For me at least a tiny glimpse 
of happiness, celebration -- a high five through the computer screen. Its first image:

(And still the inner war continues -- should we be spending money on this with all the 
problems at home?  Should we be sending humans into space (on other missions), when 
robots deliver more bang for the buck?  Are we mature enough to become a space faring 
race?  Is our tech clean enough?)

So - where to go from here?  Only back to this moment.  Sure, I'll depart from feeling most 
of the day.  I'll distract myself with all kinds of rubbish.  But every now and then, I'll 
remember this moment - the sound of the buttons being pressed; the tightness in my neck; 
the pain in my back; the blinks of my eyes; the too-loud hum of the much-needed space 
heater....  And a dim recollection of the glimpse of the golden formlessness.  Love.


